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If you browse this, you are most likely a beginner investor or desire to be one. But believe for a
moment - do you have what it requires to become trader?Congratulations, the task which you
accept is very interesting - certainly it will affect your existence. You are likely to beat Pros in

their own video game. There are no gimmicks or shortcuts - the challenge is quite severe. You
will need to have enough capital, required knowledge and the emotional robustness. If you are

alright with that, proceed reading.I want to introduce mysefl. My name's Stanislav (Stan) and I'm
a investor with experience in trading different marketplaces since 2004.In case you are sick and
tired of applying indicator-based strategies that don't work or drifting between trading designs,
this publication is for you. I know what it takes to either earn a living from trading or creating a
capital.Don't forget that trading is connected with a particular financial risk - trade responsibly

and figure out how to estimate risk before you get into any trade whatsoever.What trading
intruments do we concentrate on in the reserve? I've been managing my very own account as

well as other people's money.Become familiar with how to carry out a specialist top-down
analysis - become familiar with what stands behind the chart. Practical trading methods are also

included - there are many examples of true trades (verified by a trusted web-resourse), which
represent each strategy at length.Why would you need to read this reserve? You should how to
make a trade and set a stop-loss, how exactly to create a chart and so forth etc. However, the
principles described in the publication work for all marketplaces (with specific adaptation of

execution rules).Just how much experience would you need to have to benefit from the
information out of this book?If you are starting from the scratch, I'd recommend you to get

some basic education.I trade the most popular instruments like major currencies, commodities,
some stocks and shares and cryptocurrencies (I began to trade them since 2017). If you let me

show you in the learning process, I will demonstrate the plan which I use in my trading - the one
that is shown to be effective over the years.
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